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These are heady times for hoteliers, many of whom have plenty of reason 

to celebrate. The latest industry reports paint a rosy picture of overall 

hotel performance as properties in many parts of the world achieve 

record-breaking occupancy and revenues. In the United States, for 

instance, hotel revenues reached almost $200 billion in 2016. That is an 

increase of nearly $10 billion over 2015, according to estimates, with net 

profits in the range of $76 billion, an average 2 percent increase in 

RevPAR. 

Not to put a damper on the celebration, but hoteliers should recognize 

that the current growth wave may not continue for long. In fact, the party 

may already be fizzling. Net profits for U.S. hotels rose only 4 percent last 

year, the lowest rate since 2009. Negative RevPAR growth is not beyond 

the realm of possibility. Hoteliers should be prepared for this eventuality. 

Why is the pace slowing? The biggest reason may simply be that the 

current pace is unsustainable; year-over-year growth in occupancy levels 

is bound to plateau at a certain point. Today hoteliers face several 

additional challenges, some quite formidable, that are already impinging 

on revenues and profitability. One challenge is the rapid ascent of Airbnb 

— and other, smaller online marketplaces — operating in the so-called 

sharing economy. With annual earnings (before interest, taxes and 

depreciation) projected to be $3.5 billion a year by 2020, it’s fair to say 

that the age-old travel lodging model has been officially disrupted. 
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Another challenge comes from the OTAs, which have come to rule the 

world of online hotel bookings. While the dilutive branding inflicted by 

the OTAs presents one challenge, the bigger challenge stems from what 

many hoteliers see as an onerous pricing structure in which commission 

fees run 25 percent or more. The estimated $500 million in direct 

revenues Airbnb achieved last year is nothing in comparison to the OTAs. 

Expedia, the largest OTA, reported core revenues of $2 billion in the 

second quarter of 2107, up 15% from the same quarter in the prior year. 

Expensive marketing campaigns this year have failed to increase direct 

bookings by more than a single percentage point for most major hotels.

Another big challenge — and opportunity — is the shifting behaviors 

and always-on technology expectations of millennials. According to 

estimates, this demographic segment will account for 75 percent of all 

hotel guests by 2020. And spending an average of $4,000 per year on 

travel, they wield enormous buying power. Millennials eat, drink and 

breath technology, which isn’t to say that large swaths of other segments 

aren’t also technology-savvy. Guests as a whole are becoming more and 

more demanding of technology-enabled services, particularly mobile 

self-service. They want to update their guest profile and account info. 

They want to order hotel services, message the front desk, and set and 

monitor housekeeping status. In short, they want to be in control. They 

also want more from hotels than just a comfortable place to stay; they 

want memorable experiences tailored to their specific wants and needs.
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Given these challenges, and the simple fact that hotel competition in 

popular destinations is more intense than ever, it’s no wonder that 

hoteliers are seeking to leverage the benefits of next-generation 

technologies to their advantage. According to research conducted for 

this Smart Decision Guide, the vast majority of hoteliers believe that 

these technologies are key to not only addressing many of their current 

challenges, but also to catapulting their businesses to ever-higher levels 

of operational performance and guest satisfaction on an ongoing basis. 

At the forefront of these technologies is the Property Management 

System (PMS). While hardly a new technology — virtually every hotel 

under the sun has had a PMS of some kind in place for decades — these 

solutions have evolved by leaps and bounds in recent years, almost 

beyond the point of recognition. Technology innovation, driven largely 

by the advent of cloud hosting and advances in software interoperability 

and data integration, now enables hotels to centrally manage, track, 

analyze and optimize the constant flow of information across all parts of 

the property, with the PMS serving as the command-and-control center. 

According to the research, nearly one-quarter (23%) of hoteliers who 

have not upgraded their PMS within the past 3 years plan to do so in the 

next 12 months. For them, this Smart Decision Guide offers a roadmap 

for success, with practical advice for selecting the right solution in the 

context of their hotel’s specific needs and maximizing its value over time.
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Today, next-generation hospitality technologies are empowering 

hoteliers with the ability to drive ever-increasing levels of efficiency and 

effectiveness in their operations, including ever-improving levels of guest 

service, unlike ever before. As part of their technology modernization 

process, hoteliers are phasing out function-specific, standalone software 

programs that are unable to “talk” with one another. In their place 

hoteliers are deploying technologies that can connect and seamlessly 

share data. Combined, these technologies can automate all of the 

different functions that take place across the property — and, if required, 

across multiple properties — in a unified and integrated fashion. 

With next-generation systems having migrated to the cloud, or having 

been built natively for the cloud, the grand movement to unify the 

disparate and fragmented technologies and data siloes that has been 

underway for years, even decades, is now an achievable goal. Hoteliers 

are now coming to expect that all of their hospitality solutions, from the 

central reservations system or channel manager to the revenue 

management solution to the point of sale (POS) system to the guest 

response platform to the CRM and guest loyalty applications, will connect 

and interface and seamlessly share data in the cloud. According to the 

research, 91 percent of hoteliers “agree” or “strongly agree” that 

technology platform interoperability and compatibility is a key success 

factor for hotel performance improvement, with the PMS encompassing 

virtually all aspects of hotel operations. 

Chapter 1: Topic Overview
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Different hoteliers will have different expectations of a PMS, based, to a 

large extent, on the differing requirements of their properties. A full-

service hotel will likely require a far more robust and comprehensive 

system than a small, limited-service hotel, which may need only to 

automate basic functions like guest bookings, housekeeping, guest 

charges and maintenance management. A full-service hotel will likely have 

complex reservation, scheduling and inventory requirements, with a host 

of features they view as essential to support exceptional guest service. A 

small, limited-service hotel may have none of these requirements.

All hoteliers need to manage front office, bookings and reservations 

functions, from assigning guests to rooms and maintaining guest folios to 

coordinating profile changes, posting room charges and maintaining 

housekeeping status. Many hoteliers also need to manage concierge and 

guest services, banquet and conference management, guestroom devices, 

room maintenance, security management and golf, spa and other facilities 

management. The PMS needs to support these capabilities, typically by 

allowing integration with add-on modules and/or third-party solutions. 

Having the ability to add any combination of modules, hoteliers can 

readily create a property- or chain-wide system. Many systems also 

integrate with accounting software, keycard and access control systems, 

self-service kiosks, internet and telephone systems, including voicemail, in-

room refreshment (minibar) and entertainment applications, and even, in 

some cases, dry cleaning, newspaper delivery and transportation shuttles. 

Chapter 1: Topic Overview
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What are the biggest benefits one can expect to gain with the right property management 
system?

The benefits of a next-generation PMS are multifold. Streamlining operations across the 

organization and providing better management controls should lead to increased staff 

efficiency and reduce operational costs. Enhancing Guest Relationship Management 

capabilities should improve guest satisfaction, loyalty and retention. These improvements 

should be reflected in increased RevPAR and profitability. Better data integration and accuracy 

should improve revenue management and channel management capabilities, also translating 

into favorable financial outcomes. Robust data analysis and diagnostic tools for performing 

year-over-year evaluations, identifying emerging market trends, analyzing guest behaviors, 

etc., should generate actionable insights that help drive continuous performance improvement. 
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Research findings are derived from the Q2 2017 survey on Hotel Property Management Systems (n=233). 
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The following are just a few key concepts for decision makers to keep in 

mind when researching next-generation PMS platform capabilities. 

Technology and data integration. Hotel performance improvement 

depends to a large extent on technology interoperability and data 

integration. The PMS, the central reservations system (CRS) or channel 

manager and the revenue management solution all need to seamlessly 

connect and share data — preferably, in a real-time manner. Inventory-

related data needs to flow into all distribution channels, including direct 

booking platforms and call centers as well as the Global Distribution 

System (GDS) and OTAs. The CRS needs to publish optimal pricing 

decisions and channel recommendations based on input from the revenue 

management system, which, in turn, needs to capture up-to-the moment 

information from the PMS. Ensuring that the revenue management 

solution interfaces with both the PMS and CRS is imperative if a hotel is to 

effectively position itself vis-à-vis other hotels in the same competitive set. 

Also important is the ability to customize the direct booking engine within 

the CRS, or channel manager and to automate channel-specific offers via 

the call center and other channels. Data integration ensures that room 

rates and inventory availability update quickly and accurately across all 

booking channels. Otherwise, prices presented on some channels may be 

lower than desired. Similarly, guest rooms presented as available may, in 

fact, be unavailable, causing overbooking and harming brand reputation.

Chapter 1: Key Concepts
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Centralized guest data repository. Once a pipedream shared by 

hoteliers far and wide, the ability to store all guest information in a 

centralized data repository is fast becoming a reality, enabled by recent 

progress toward interoperability of hospitality technologies. The PMS sits 

at the heart of this interoperability. Increasing vascularity means flowing 

all relevant guest data streams into the centralized repository. Ideally, 

each guest profile record should contain all demographic, psychographic 

and past purchase information, with details of guests’ stated and inferred 

preferences, gathered from across all parts of the property and even from 

partners and other sources. Some information may be generated through 

bookings and transaction data. Some data may come from guest 

satisfaction surveys. Some data may flow from interactions that take place 

as casual conversations with the front desk, concierge or bartender, or 

from observations recorded by housekeeping staff. Some data may come 

from third-party providers. Some systems may even incorporate social 

media data. Next-generation PMS capabilities make it possible to merge 

all customer profile data into one dossier and also provide complete folio 

history. Charges incurred and payments made by an individual guest or a 

corporate account during a stay, or over a specified period of time, are 

recorded and can be readily accessed, providing hoteliers a detailed view 

of their spending with the property. A single, consolidated repository of all 

guest data, both at the property and multi-property level, means that 

information access can span all areas of the business and all parts of the 

organization.
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Guest Experience Management (GEM). The PMS plays an instrumental 

role in ensuring that guest-facing interactions consistently meet or exceed 

guest expectations. It does this, in part, by capturing, integrating and 

storing guest data in a single, consolidated repository. Enhancing the 

quality of the guest experience requires that hotels understand guests’ 

wants, needs, situations and preferences at a granular level and that they 

act upon that understanding in a systematic fashion to deliver superior, 

tailored service. Does a guest require a hypoallergenic comforter? Is a 

guest sensitive to noise? What refreshments and activities do they like? 

The answers to these and countless other questions reside in the guest 

data and can be surfaced through data analytics and discovery tools. 

Importantly, the mountain of guest profile data that resides in the PMS 

gives hotels a distinct and formidable competitive advantage over OTAs, 

which lack the ability to capture, analyze and act upon this data. Only a 

hotel has the ability to deliver customized experiences by, for example, 

preselecting a guest’s preferred bed type and room temperature or 

presenting them with a welcome tray featuring their favorite snack plate 

and bottle of wine. An OTA has no visibility into which spa treatments a 

guest prefers and no ability to launch a campaign that delivers specific 

promotional offers based on that knowledge. GEM means putting each 

guest at the center of every interaction that takes place and every decision 

made across every department and function. Success is largely contingent 

on being able to access guest data at a “microscopic” level.

Chapter 1: Key Concepts
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Revenue management. Beyond managing pricing and inventory, a best-

of-breed PMS captures and houses data related to everything from 

occupancy rates, ADR and booking pace to lengths of stay, booking 

channels and guest segments. This vast repository of data, systematically 

collected over a period of years, provides the basis for identifying historic 

patterns and predicting future demand in guest room occupancy. PMS 

rate management features, including seasonal pricing, day-of-week 

pricing, time-of-day pricing, premium and discount rates and packages, 

and daily override functionality, enable hoteliers to respond immediately 

to both predicted and unpredicted fluctuations in guest demand. 

Combining the PMS with a next-generation revenue management 

solution, hoteliers can automate the pricing recommendations and 

decision-making processes that enable not only better inventory 

management and increased room occupancy, but also higher revenues 

and profitability across all parts of a hotel or resort. Revenue management 

allows hoteliers to manage pricing in a way that dynamically responds to 

changes in demand for guest rooms. Today revenue management is no 

longer ever just about “heads in beds.” Nor, for that matter, is it just about 

rooms. Revenue streams such as conference hosting, recreational facilities, 

restaurants and spas — which, taken together, typically account for one-

quarter of a full-service hotel’s revenues — all factor into the equation. 

The ability to implement an advanced revenue management strategy 

depends to a large extent on having first implemented the right PMS 

platform capabilities and data foundation. 
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Performance metrics. The return on investment in a next-generation 

PMS should be readily tracked and measured using various performance 

metrics, all of which are already in use. The most commonly used metrics 

are: occupancy rate, ADR (average daily rate), RevPAR (revenue per 

available room) and GOPPAR (gross operating profit per available room). 

Occupancy simply refers to the percentage of available guest rooms that 

are occupied during a given time period while ADR refers to the average 

revenue per occupied room. Without next-generation solutions, the only 

option available to some hoteliers is to focus their promotional efforts on 

increasing occupancy, no matter that higher occupancy can, in some 

cases, actually lead to lower profits. Instead of occupancy, hotels should 

focus on RevPAR, which combines occupancy and ADR into a single 

metric that has now become the industry standard. But while RevPAR 

provides a more accurate picture of a hotel’s overall revenue 

performance, it fails to provide any insight into profitability. That’s 

because RevPAR doesn’t take CPOR (costs per occupied room) into 

consideration. Without knowing the operating costs, it is impossible to 

calculate the actual profit margins contributed by different sources of 

business and market segments, preventing any effort to achieve an 

optimal market segmentation or channel mix. This helps explain the 

growing popularity of metrics such as Net RevPAR, which specifically 

accounts for commissions and other distribution and customer 

acquisition costs, and other metrics that more specifically account for 

other controllable variable costs such as labor and energy.
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With upwards of a hundred solution providers actively developing, 

marketing and supporting Property Management Systems, it can be hard 

to know where to start with the research and evaluation process. The best 

of these solutions, all of which now offer platform delivery in the cloud, 

providing for greater flexible and the ability to scale as needed, are 

impressive by any measure. Also, in most cases, PMS interfaces are now 

fully mobile-enabled, allowing for anywhere, anytime access. This isn’t to 

say that systems are becoming identical; on the contrary, different 

solutions have different features, capabilities and competitive strengths. 

So, how should hoteliers go about determining which solution best fits 

their needs and will most likely deliver the benefits they seek, with 

minimum hassle and expense? There are many factors to consider, with 

some factors invariably carrying more weight than others. First and 

foremost, hoteliers should consider the extent to which the PMS would 

likely improve operational efficiencies — and, also, the overall quality of 

the guest experience. Regardless of the size or category of the property, 

hoteliers need to have the right technology foundation in place to be able 

to offer flawless guest service, whether it’s one individual guest renting a 

room for one night or a large group hosting a conference for a week. 

At a minimum, hoteliers should expect any PMS under consideration to 

cover all the basics. That means everything from facilitating housekeeping
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assignment and statusing to handling group room block allocations. In all 

cases, hoteliers should also expect the system to be easy to use; the 

interface should be intuitive with screens laid out in a logical and easy-to-

understand format. And again, mobility should not be an afterthought. 

The PMS should have mobile-first design with an intuitive managerial 

dashboard, easy-to-use functions, and reporting. Some systems 

incorporate quick-feature icons and drag-and-drop capabilities to help 

reduce the learning curve and speed workflow. And because every 

property has a unique personality, the PMS should allow for a significant 

degree of customization, including, for example, the ability to modify 

screen layouts or the way that printed folios and registration cards appear.

A piece of sage advice before embarking on the journey: “Know thyself.” 

What are the hotel’s strategic priorities? Hoteliers with independent 

properties may be concerned with direct website booking features, given 

their need to actively market their properties and control booking costs. 

They may therefore want to delve deep into the specific features of the 

systems’ integrated booking engine and online marketing capabilities. 

They may also want to take a close look at the features for controlling 

rates and availability across online channels. Some hoteliers may have 

certain revenue management practices that they want the PMS to support 

natively. They may want to ensure the system has capabilities for 

automatically applying rate and inventory controls based on manually-

entered "day type" indicators of anticipated demand, for example.

Chapter 2: Buying Considerations
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The following are a few buying considerations that are likely to apply to 

all hoteliers who are looking to upgrade their PMS platform capabilities.

Registration and reservations management capabilities. Most hoteliers 

today expect systems to have both guest-facing and staff-facing guest 

account capabilities. Guest-facing features are needed to capture 

bookings from the hotel's own website as well as online check-in and 

check-out features, with seamless integration with other communication 

channels. The staff-facing interface should include advanced reservations 

and guest accounting capabilities as well as features related to check-in 

and check-out notifications, guest information lookup, guest access 

control, and acceptance of charge postings. Ensuring the PMS has the 

right mix of guest- and staff-facing registration capabilities is an 

important consideration. Many systems include other features, as well, 

from Wi-Fi distribution platforms, parking access systems and self-service 

kiosks to the evolving demands imposed by electronic door locks, PBX, 

POS systems, and in-room entertainment systems. Most systems have 

features to capture and deliver guest messages and wake-up calls, 

although mobile phones have made these features practically obsolete. 

Once-crucial interfaces to call accounting and movie-billing systems are 

also becoming less relevant. Guest accounting functionality generally 

includes tools to manage guest folios and charge routing along with 

bookkeeping and financial reporting features related to cashiering 

(managing deposits, settlements, adjustments, currency exchange, etc.), 

accounts receivable (direct billing, invoicing, etc.), and night auditing. 
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Specialized 
standalone 
solutions and 
PMS modules 
designed to 
manage 
specific hotel 
facilities and 
departments 
also play an 
instrumental 
role in 
influencing the 
guest 
experience.

Specialized modules. Ensuring that the system has modules built in or 

can accommodate add-on applications that manage specific hotel 

facilities and departments is an important consideration to keep in 

mind. A golf pro shop management module, which typically includes 

such features as tee time scheduling, profile/ billing and tournament 

management, allows a hotel to set up and maintain complete guest 

profiles and histories as they relate to golf activities, including 

financials, handicaps and records of purchases. A spa management 

module tracks guest histories, medical conditions, transaction logs and 

preferences. Advanced housekeeping modules can assign cleaning 

services based on available staff and amount of work to calculate the 

most effective way to assign staff. The module automatically balances 

room attendant assignments based on stayovers vs. check-outs, room 

type considerations, number of registered guests, expected arrival time 

of guests with pre-assigned rooms due to their VIP status or online 

advance check-in of arriving guests and multiple other factors. 

Specialized modules for valet, maintenance and other departments 

may also be important, depending the property. And what about the 

concierge? While Google Maps, Yelp and other mobile apps have 

decreased guest reliance on the concierge, today’s concierges still play 

a vital role in enhancing the guest experience. Concierge modules 

should integrate with the PMS and include such features as request 

tracking, local vendor databases and inventory management tools for 

processing guest packages. 
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Group sales capabilities. The skies are blue for hoteliers offering 

function space for business and other events. The Center for Exhibition 

Industry Research reported a 3.8 percent increase in the exhibition 

industry's performance in 2016. Today, demand for function space is 

growing at up to quadruple the rate of supply, with the daily cost per 

attendee increasing by 4.5 percent. Integrated solutions are needed to 

facilitate fast and efficient execution of complex event and banquet 

space bookings. Some systems offer these capabilities as an add-on 

application, making it easy to manage the record of relevant information 

about all group accounts and sales activities. Group sales managers 

need to be able to quickly view available inventory, price it and, if 

appropriate, block it. For multi-property operations, that means being 

able to centrally manage function space inventory across locations. 

Advanced sales and catering functionality maintains a tabulation of all 

function spaces within properties, manages combinations of function 

spaces, allows for overbooking, interacts seamlessly with event sales, and 

records and manages the booking of group guest rooms. The best of 

these integrated applications combine the sales and catering function 

with the guest data repository. This allows managers and staff to access 

information about all groups across all properties as well as individual 

guest spend on activities and reservations. They can track expected 

event revenue, margins and final consumption based on customizable 

revenue types. Hoteliers should consider whether any next-generation 

PMS under consideration includes the right group sales capabilities.

Chapter 2: Buying Considerations
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Technology and data integration capabilities. The quality of a hotel’s 

Guest Experience Management and business intelligence capabilities are 

only as good as the volume and accuracy of the data that flows into the 

PMS. For that reason, how well the PMS integrates with other 

technologies — particularly, the central reservations system (CRS) or 

channel manager —should be a key consideration. Ideally, hotels should 

have "centralized shopping" of data, enabling seamless interaction 

between the CRS and PMS. The systems should directly access a single 

source for bookings, ARI, content, and media, with no need to sync data. 

This reduces potential information disparity issues around “last room 

availability,” oversold rooms, etc. Data integration also needs to extend 

to the POS systems as well as to any solutions for managing the hotel’s 

spa, golf course, etc. Ultimately, transaction and interaction data from all 

sources, from retail to maintenance, housekeeping, concierge and other 

requests, need to become part of the common data flow. Other 

technologies range from door lock and encoding systems for assigning 

room keys to telephony and call center management software. Ideally, a 

next-generation PMS should also integrate with guest loyalty 

management and rewards applications and the CRM solution, which

enables marketing and sales teams to better target their campaigns. The 

CRM solution helps ensure that the marketing messages and offers that 

hotels present to guests across various channels are relevant and likely 

to elicit a favorable response in terms of bookings and revenue. 
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Point-of-sale features. Another important consideration to keep in 

mind relates to POS functionality, which in and of itself can have a 

profound impact on guest satisfaction, given that POS data is a crucial 

data stream for enhancing guest profile information and enabling 

personalization, and overall hotel profitability. POS technologies 

encompass both software and hardware. In food and service settings, 

mobile POS tablets can put full POS terminal functionality in the palms 

of servers’ hands, enabling tableside ordering and payment processing. 

The need to accept new payment methods, including chip credit cards 

and e-wallet apps, and recent changes in data security compliance 

requirements, are other reasons hoteliers are upgrading their POS 

capabilities, which, with some solution providers, are fully integrated 

from right out of the gate.

Performance reporting capabilities. Gaining visibility into all of the key 

drivers of hotel performance is today an operational necessity as well as 

a strategic imperative. Every hotelier is sitting on a mountain of data 

related to guests, rooms, facilities, employees and various operational 

and financial aspects of the business. Systematically mining and 

analyzing the data can generate insights that can open a window to 

better business decisions. Hoteliers should consider whether any next-

generation PMS under consideration includes the right set of advanced 

data mining, analysis and reporting tools, which, increasingly, are being 

integrated as a core component. 
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Setup, support and training. Solutions providers should be held to the same high standards of 

service excellence that a guest would expect from a hotel. From technology implementation to 

addressing day-to-day operational issues, buyers should expect to receive a sufficiently high level of 

support. Most reputable solution providers are willing to facilitate the setup process and help with 

data migration and customization. Some will even test network speed and data backup processes. In 

addition to ensuring the availability of reliable support, buyers should ensure that front desk staff 

and others will get the training they need to master the new system quickly and effectively. Some 

solution providers offer e-learning tools and other resources to help shorten the learning curve.

Research Data Point
“Approximately how many functions or departments across your lodging property are 
currently being administered using a hotel property management system?”

Midsize and Limited 
Service Hotels 

41% 27% 32%

14% 42% 44% Large and Full-Service 
Hotels 

1 to 3 functions 4 to 5 functions More than 5 functions

Research findings are derived from the Q2 2017 survey on Hotel Property Management Systems (n=233). 
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This Evaluation Checklist offers a framework for conducting an apples-to-apples comparison of 

property management systems using the buying considerations outlined previously. Other key 

considerations can be added based on individual buyer priorities. Relative weightings can be 

assigned on a scale of 1 (“This buying consideration has no bearing on our purchase decision”) to 10 

(“This buying consideration is a very important factor in our purchase decision”). 

Buying Consideration Weighting Vendor 1 Vendor 2 Vendor 3

1. Features and functionality

a. Reservations / online bookings

b. Registration and guest accounting

c. Point of sale 

d. Guest Relationship Management

e. Group sales / multi-property management

f. Marketing and sales enablement

g. Data analysis and performance reporting

j. Modules (golf, spa, housekeeping, etc.)

k. Channel and revenue management

l. Other feature(s) ______________________

2. Technology interoperability/data integration

3. Cloud hosting and mobile access

4. Ease of use

5. Flexibility / customization

6. Training / support / reputation 

7. Expected costs and ROI

Overall Rankings N/A
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Every major Property Management System on the 

market today is a mature software product, with 

reliable and robust functionality and new platform 

capabilities being added on an ongoing basis. 

Recent enhancements have tended to focus on 

helping hoteliers generate more insights from their 

data. What does the revenue forecast look like? 

How can we improve it? How are guests finding 

our property? What channels are they using to 

book reservations? Where are groups coming 

from? What are the margins on each channel? How 

well are we managing our labor costs? How well 

are we managing our reservation distribution 

channel inventory and pricing strategies? How can 

we capture more ancillary revenues? These are 

important questions, and hoteliers rely on their 

PMS capabilities to be able to answer them.

Does the current system allow the hotelier to 

answer these questions quickly and accurately? 

Does it automate the hotel’s functions and better 

optimize the guest experience? Hoteliers need to 

ensure that any PMS under consideration satisfies 

requirements where the current system falls short.

94%

93%

87%

82%

Generate analytical reports 
to reveal actionable insights 
that can help drive 
performance improvement

Drive increased efficiency 
and cost reduction across 
multiple hotel departments, 
operations and functions

Research Data Point
Percentages of hoteliers who view each of 
the following success factors as 
“important” or “very important.”

Integrate with different 
technologies to create a 
“command and control 
center” (with a 360-degree 
view of operations across 
the organization)

Use guest profile 
information to improve the 
overall guest experience 
and increase retention 
through loyalty and 
rewards programs 

Research findings are derived from the Q2 2017 survey on 
Hotel Property Management Systems (n=233). 
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Specific must-ask questions for PMS solution providers are bound to vary 

depending on the specific needs of the hotel, including its category, size 

and typology. Does the system need to interface with self-service check-in 

kiosks? Does it need to handle corporate expense account management? 

Does it require a casino comp module and need to integrate to a player 

tracking system, or require gaming commission recognition? Does it 

require its own activity booking system or need to integrate with spa and 

dining reservation systems? If a hotel has a high contribution from 

government and NGO business, how well does the system handle tax-

exempt reservations? If group is a significant portion of the hotel's mix, 

are the group block allocation and contracting capabilities up to the task, 

and any required sales and catering integration in place? Large, complex 

hotels require a system that can integrate numerous applications across 

multiple outlets. Hotel chains need the ability to share data from property 

to property for performance analysis. Hoteliers should gain a clear 

understanding of their own requirements and priorities and weigh them 

accordingly (see the Evaluation Checklist in Chapter 2). 

Following are just a few of the questions that prospective buyers may wish 
to explore with PMS solution providers during the research and evaluation 
process.

Does the solution offer flexibility in functionality, including data 
access and performance reporting? The degree of visibility offered by 
next-generation property management systems is unprecedented. Such
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visibility offers a whole new level of management control. To take 
advantage, however, hoteliers may have certain software configuration 
and customization needs with respect to, for example, modules related to 
recreational or banquet facilities. They may want to confirm that any 
solution providers under consideration can meet these needs and 
preferences. They may also have special reporting needs. Most systems 
come equipped with a large number — in some cases, dozens — of 
standard dashboards and reports that should meet most hoteliers’ day-to-
day performance management requirements. That said, not all data 
queries can be anticipated in advance. For that reason, buyers would be 
well advised to find out to what extent customized reporting is possible 
and, also, what is involved in the process of filtering and sorting data 
according to a specified set of parameters. With 90% of hoteliers ranking 
the need to gain access to PMS data and business insights as “important” 
or “very important,” it stands to reason that they would also want to 
ensure that any solution under consideration is able to meet these 
expectations in terms of reporting. The good news is that reporting tools 
on the whole are becoming increasingly flexible, sophisticated and 
powerful, making it easy to track and monitor any number of key 
performance indicators (KPIs) in a user-defined manner. At the same time, 
the reports are becoming increasingly comprehensive, intuitive and 
visually compelling. Again, hoteliers need to know to what extent a system 
will let them make ad hoc queries, generate reports and refresh 
dashboards using any number of relevant data sources, and over any time 
period, to get the answers they need. Tip: Confirm that the solution is 
flexible in terms of keys areas of functionality, including custom report 
generation. 
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How easily does the PMS integrate with third-party technologies? 

Seamless technology integration is the name of the game when it comes 

to optimizing hotel operations and improving the guest experience. If a 

significant portion of business comes through a central reservations 

system, seamless integration is required to support reservation delivery, 

modification, and cancellation, as well as new and modified prices, stay 

controls, and inventory synchronization. Similarly, poor POS integration 

can result in financial losses related to errors in manual updates and 

mistakes in POS consolidations at the front desk. Tip: Ask about PMS 

compatibility and interoperability with third-party technologies in place or 

anticipated. The PMS should interface to Internet Distribution Systems (IDS) 

through Hotel Technology Next Generation (HTNG) standards.

How long will it take for problems to be resolved? PMS buyers should 

have clear expectations around customer support and problem resolution 

as well as the training that may be needed to get front desk employees 

and other staff up to speed on the new system. More than three-quarters 

(81%) of hoteliers agree that user training ranks as a key success factor in 

ensuring that a PMS is utilized as effectively as possible. Does the 

solution provider (or a certified subcontractor) offer adequate training? 

Does it offer online troubleshooting and diagnosis should technical issues 

arise? Is local in-person service and support a possibility? Tip: Make sure 

that problems will get resolved in a timely manner. Some solution providers 

will go so far as to guarantee response and case resolution times. 
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What is the total cost of ownership? Are there “hidden” costs? Next-

generation Property Management Systems tend to be less expensive 

and require less up-front investment on the whole than their 

predecessors. There are many reasons for the shift to increased 

affordability, including the fact that installation is generally less complex 

and hardware less expensive compared to, say, a decade ago. With some 

systems, the data is stored in the cloud, reducing (or even eliminating) 

the need for on-premise servers. most cloud-based systems also use a 

subscription “pay as you go” model, which generally means no long-

term contracts and no upfront capital investment for the software or 

hardware. This may be an important consideration for smaller hotels 

with a limited budget. Cloud solutions are generally built to scale as the 

volume of business increases, so the costs are always in coordination 

with the size of the hotel’s operations. In all cases, it is important to 

confirm which software features and modules, including future upgrades 

— as well as which hardware components, if any — are included in the 

base (recurring) price so as to avoid any surprises down the road. Also, 

it’s important to factor both the direct and indirect costs into the 

equation. While the direct costs refer to the purchase price of the both 

the hardware and software, which, again, is likely to consist of a monthly 

charge for cloud-based systems, the indirect costs may include software 

customization, staff training and data backup. Tip: Ascertain that all 

associated installation, licensing, maintenance and ongoing service and 

support fees are included in the pricing.
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What return on investment (ROI) can be expected? Making the 

business case for upgrading PMS capabilities means projecting the likely 

return on investment. In terms of ROI, the first question hoteliers should 

ask is: To what extent will the new system reduce the amount of time 

currently being spent on managing front desk activities, including check-

ins and check-outs, and on such time-consuming tasks as consolidating 

guest accounts and managing rates and availability across distribution 

channels, including OTA, GDS, Web, and travel agents? To what extent is 

the new system likely to improve sales and revenue — for example, by 

increasing bookings via web booking engine integration, increasing 

occupancy rates through real-time inventory updates, and increasing 

average daily rates through integrated revenue management and 

advanced forecasting tools? Another key factor to consider pertains to 

reduction in losses, including losses related to errors in manual updates 

and delayed or lost room charge postings (guest purchases made across 

other parts of the property), as well as lower integration costs with third-

party hardware and software. Tip: Keep in mind that enhancing the 

quality of the overall guest experience through the deployment of a next-

generation PMS should lead to a greater number of repeat guest stays and 

a higher volume and intensity of positive brand advocacy. The correlation 

between favorable guest reviews and positive economic outcomes should 

factor into the equation. Ultimately, hoteliers should select a partner that 

shares their same desire and vision for success. 
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What is the solution provider’s track record of success? As with any 

technology solution purchase, reputation and customer satisfaction are 

important factors in the decision-making process. Nobody wants to 

purchase and implement a hospitality technology solution that falls short 

of expectations due to known shortcomings in stability, reliability or 

promised benefits. No input may be more important to the buying 

decision than that which can be gleaned from existing clients, preferably 

lodging properties that share some commonalities in terms of size, 

typography and existing technology infrastructure. A solution provider or 

consultant may be willing to provide one or more client references. And 

some clients, particularly those operating in noncompetitive markets, 

may be willing to share their experiences and perhaps even disclose 

results in terms of percentage increases the PMS has helped enable them 

to achieve in RevPAR or, perhaps even more importantly, improvement in 

guest satisfaction metrics such as Net Promoter Score® – e.g., moving 

from a low score over the past few years of, say, 60 to a high score of, 

say, 65. Client testimonials and success stories can also be valuable 

sources of information. Tip: Find out what performance issues may arise 

by talking to existing clients, preferably ones that are similar in size and 

existing technology infrastructure. Ask about the solution’s product 

roadmap to gain an understanding of what planned upgrades, including 

new features and functionality, can be expected in the future, and over 

what timeframe. Find out about the provider’s goals to keep the PMS 

current and with hotel’s future direction and avoid product obsolescence.
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This Roadmap Diagram offers a migration path for hoteliers to keep in mind along the 

journey toward a next-generation PMS. In many cases, of course, buyers will already have a 

system in place and the goal will be to upgrade, expand and improve their current 

capabilities. Keep in mind that putting the right technologies and data foundation in place 

is only half the battle won. Having the right business processes, organizational resources 

and performance metrics in place also rank as critical success factors. 

Stand-alone software (or manual 
processes) for administering 

different departments / functions 

Centralized and integrated system 
for administering multiple 
departments / functions

Ability to track and measure 
performance only on a function-by-

function basis

Visibility into functions and 
operations across all parts of the 

organization at the same time

Partial automation of core hotel 
processes and operations 

Complete automation of core hotel 
processes and operations

Emphasis on managing day-to-day 
hotel operations

Emphasis on driving continuous 
performance improvement 

(including guest satisfaction) 

On-premise-only access to PMS 
interfaces, data and reporting via 

desktop only

Anytime, anywhere access to PMS 
interfaces, data and reporting via 

mobile devices

Rudimentary data analysis and 
performance reporting

Robust and custom data analysis 
and performance reporting 

Legacy Systems Next-generation Systems
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Following are just a few recommendations to help steer PMS buyers in the 

right direction during the evaluation phase.

Upgrade to cloud deployment. Virtually all major Property Management 

Systems have moved to the cloud. Even larger hotel brands are benefiting 

from the global scale, distributed access to interfaces and information, 

easy deployment and cost benefits. Additional benefits include reduced 

stress on hotel technology infrastructures, and, arguably, better security 

and more seamless integration with third-party applications and modules. 

Cloud solutions tend to be well-equipped to adapt and grow for the 

future. In an industry that’s constantly changing such flexibility should not 

be underestimated. This deployment model automatically adds capacity 

with scalable hardware, and expansion efforts can be executed in a 

fraction of time required with on-premise servers and software.

Focus on technology integration. Cloud deployment combined with 

greater architecture and interface flexibility and the widespread adoption 

of industry standards for software development, have made it easier than 

ever to integrate third-party software and add-on modules into a PMS. 

Whether the other hospitality technologies are running in the cloud or 

installed on-premise, it’s important to ensure that all the data architecture 

can be tightly integrated., with minimum hassle and expense. Seamless 

platform interoperability and compatibility is the north star toward which 

all hotels should be navigating today.
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Focus on revenue management. The sheer volume of data that 

revenue managers are capturing in their PMS databases is massive. For 

a large hotel, the data set may include dozens of customer segments, a 

dozen or more room types, several years of historical booking and 

reservations data, and upwards of a dozen length-of-stay types. Add to 

the mix competitive rate data, demand data, multi-market economic 

data, reputation scores and even social reviews, air traffic and weather 

predictions. Combining all these data sets for just one hotel could easily 

amount to 200 million-plus observations. All of the relevant PMS data 

needs to feed into the pricing optimization models, including those 

enabled by third-party solution providers, that are used for revenue 

management activities. 

Check client references. No input may be more important to the 

buying decision than the perspectives that can be gleaned from existing 

clients, preferably from hoteliers that share commonalities in terms of 

size, typography and existing technology infrastructure of their 

properties. A PMS solution provider may be willing to provide one or 

more client references. And some hoteliers may be willing to share their 

experiences, both the pros and cons. Written client testimonials and 

success stories can also be valuable resources. Oftentimes, these success 

stories are documented and made available by solution providers as 

well, in many cases, by outside market research firms such as Starfleet 

Research.
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Ease of integration is really 
paramount. The PMS system is the 
heart of the hotel, and so it must 
be able to integrate with best-of-

breed solutions and accommodate 
custom integration for new 

modules in the future.

Manager, full-service hotel 
Manager, full-service hotel 

Manager, full-service hotel Staff, mid-size hotel 

When you upgrade your PMS you need to 
know exactly what you’re getting. There are 

quite a few capabilities that our system 
doesn’t have that we assumed it would have, 
particularly around reporting. Frankly, we’re 
disappointed. Don’t make any assumptions 

when you invest in this type of system that it 
has everything already built into it.

There are a lot of reputable vendors out 
there, including some new vendors. Lots 
of choices. It’s important to have a clear 

set of objectives and understand the 
tradeoffs between the different 

solutions and what they can do to help 
your property work more effectively. 

Mobility is key. Mobility changes 
everything for hotel staff as well as for 

guests who want self-service apps.

Hospitality technology, especially the 
PMS, is a very different animal than it 

used to be. Today, it’s all about improving 
the guest services and also increasing 

staff productivity. That means 
streamlining operations. All the new 

features and capabilities in our PMS have 
actually ended up making all of our 

hotel’s operations a lot simpler and a lot 
more effective, and that has a positive 

impact on our guests. 

Hotel executives, managers and staff with first-hand experience in the art and science of 
purchasing, implementing and/or using next-generation property management systems have a lot 
to say about the topic. Following are a few perspectives gleaned from individuals who participated 
in the survey that produced the research included in this Smart Decision Guide. 
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Following are a few recent perspectives from industry observers, including analysts and 
journalists, with insights into next-generation property management systems.

Many experts and operators agree that a good distribution system and proper 
channel-management integration are some of the most important integrations 

into a PMS. Hotels need to ensure multiple channels are bringing in 
reservations and automatic pricing uploads to those channels is key.

Esther Hertzfeld, contributing editor, Hotel Management Magazine

Larry Mogelonsky, owner, Hotel 
Mogel Consulting Limited.

Taylor Short, The Hotel Management 
Buyer Report – 2017, Software Advice

Any question you might have, your 
PMS should be the first place to 

look for the answer. Aside from the 
issue of a manager’s aptitude with 

the software – which can be 
ameliorated through continual 
retraining, monthly webinars or 

attending users’ conferences hosted 
gratis by each provider – integration 
must next be tackled. As the PMS is 

the heart of any hotel’s 
technological arrangement, you can 
increase vascularity by ensuring that 
all other systems feed data into this 

central repository.

The use of a hotel-specific system 
is increasing alongside modest 

industry growth—hotel 
management system adoption 

increased by 2 percent in the past 
two years…. Sixty-two percent of 

buyers are looking to replace 
problematic software, while 38 

percent are new users looking to 
automate and increase 

organization…. Hotels are almost 
entirely in the cloud—96 percent 
of HMS buyers opt for web-based 

deployment.
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In Q2 2017, Starfleet Research conducted an online survey, consisting of both multiple choice 
and open text questions, to capture the perspectives of industry practitioners with firsthand 
experience buying and/or using property management systems. Some of the research findings 
are highlighted in this publication. Following is some basic information about the 233 qualified 
survey respondents who participated. 

49% 36% 15%

Staff Managers Senior executives

Small hotels (including 
motels and bed & 

breakfasts)

Large and full service 
hotels and resorts

21% 41% 38%

Midsize and 
limited service 

hotels

North America Other

63% 27% 10%

Europe

Job level / role of 
survey respondents

Size / category of 
survey respondents’ 

hotel (or other lodging 
property) employers

Geographic location 
of survey respondents
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Maestro is the proven hospitality property management system preferred 
by the industry’s most successful multi-property groups, independent 
hotels, luxury resorts, conference centers, retreats, and condominium 
properties. With over 20 integrated modules on a single database, 
Maestro was developed from the ground up as a true enterprise system 
adaptable to any environment or application. 

Maestro is PCI Certified, EMV ready and may be deployed as a Web 
Browser and/or Windows application, locally On Premise or hosted in the 
Cloud, maintaining Maestro as an investment that will continue to grow 
and adapt as new technologies emerge.

Maestro focuses on independent hoteliers who need an experienced 
partner to listen, recognize their challenges and provide reliable 
technology and professional services that can mesh seamlessly with their 
unique business needs. 

www.maestropms.com

Contact:
8300 Woodbine Avenue, 5th Floor
Markham, Ontario L3R 9Y7
Canada 
info@maestropms.com
905-940-1923
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This Smart Decision GuideTM is the result of primary and secondary research conducted by 
Starfleet Research, which is the IT market research arm of Starfleet Media and a leader in 
benchmarking best practices in technology-enabled business initiatives. It was independently 
produced, without editorial involvement from the company underwriters. Our approach to 
content production provides for unbiased, fact-based information. It represents the best and 
most comprehensive information, analysis and recommendations available at the time of 
publication. Starfleet Media assumes no liability for the use or interpretation of any information 
contained in this Smart Decision Guide. Purchase decisions based on the information contained 
herein are the sole responsibility of the individual decision maker(s) and/or the companies they 
represent. Unless otherwise noted, the entire content of this publication is copyrighted by 
Starfleet Media. It may not be reproduced, distributed, archived, or transmitted in any form or 
by any means without the prior written consent by Starfleet Media, except by the company 
underwriters that have secured perpetual licensing rights to the content. For additional content 
and information, please visit starfleetreseach.com or contact us at info@starfleetmedia.com.

Was this Smart Decision Guide helpful? Any suggestions for improvement? We would like to 
hear from you. Please send any and all feedback to feedback@starfleetmedia.com. 
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